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We care about the environment 
At Alfix, we are dedicated to minimising our environmental impact in everything we do.  
We not only reuse our waste water by cleaning our wet production systems in our 
production, we also use natural gas as a primary source of heating as it ensures clean 
burning and is considered one of the heating sources which has the least impact on the 
environment.

At Alfix, we do all we can to offer our customers and 
final users products which are manufactured with the 
greatest possible consideration for the environment.

To save power, light sensors are installed everywhere in our company.  
Finally, www.alfix.dk is carbon neutral which means that carbon emissions from both our 
web site and its users have been neutralised in terms of power consumption through 
measurable carbon reductions.
For a long time, sustainability and a green profile have been important issues at Alfix.  
We have been a member of the Danish Green Network environmental organisation for 
more than ten years, thereby committing ourselves to take green responsibility  
for our production.
Read more…   

At the forefront
Alfix has received so-called EC certificates from the certification body Dancert which is 
part of the Danish Technological Institute. We are thus the first Danish producer entitled 
to CE mark a two-component waterproofing system with these certificates. The product in 
question is Alfix 2K Sealing membrane. And now the way has also been paved for the Alfix 
1K Sealing membrane one-component system to obtain this coveted marking. The CE mark 
covers a set of common European rules and standards and is the manufacturer’s proof that 
his products meet the product standard across EU borders and local rules.
The new Dancert certification was awarded in December 2010 and together with previous 
official approvals, it demonstrates Alfix’ commitment to meeting all European requirements 
specified for the products.
As an international manufacturer of construction materials, it is crucial to Alfix to be at the 
forefront of developments in the industry. However, doing what we are required to do by 
the authorities is not enough for us, we take things one step further to document our high 
product quality. This is why we are extremely satisfied with our new EC certificates.

http://www.alfix.dk/gb/About+Alfix/sustainability_sve.html


Shopping and culture
Many new, exciting references from Denmark and abroad continue to be added to our 
portfolio.
Two interesting ones were recently completed in Aalborg: the Shoppen shopping centre 
and the innovative Nordkraft cultural centre. The Shoppen clearly shows how creative, 
hard-wearing rooms in a shopping environment can be made using beautiful tiles (and 
Alfix tile adhesive and grout). For the Nordkraft centre, Alfix also delivered solid products 
for fixing tiles which match the raw expression of the building beautifully.
Read more…

http://www.alfix.dk/gb/References/danmark_sve.html

